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spend time together, they realize more is on the

Longing for Home Sarah M. Eden 2013 Wyoming

line than just a blossoming friendship. And with

Territory, 1870. Leaving Ireland Katie Macauley

danger ever present from her jilted suitor, Everett

arrives in Hope Springs, a settlement harboring

and Madalene find themselves relying on one

violence and a deep hatred of the Irish. Now she

another in ways they'd never imagined... but can

must decide whether to stay and give her heart a

they trust each other with their hearts?Prequel

chance at love, or return home and give her soul

Novella: The Heiress (Ladies of Miss Bell's

the possibility of peace.

Finishing School)

History of the American Privateers, and Letters-of-

A Fine Gentleman Sarah M. Eden 2017-03-01

marque, During Our War with England in the

The Kiss of a Stranger Sarah M. Eden 2011 When

Years 1812, '13, and '14 George Coggeshall 1861

Crispin, Lord Cavratt, thoroughly and scandalously

A Clever Alliance: a Regency Romance Laura

kisses a serving woman in the garden of a country

Beers 2019-08-14 Lady Madalene Ramsbury has

inn, he assumes the encounter will be of no

been summoned home from Miss Bell's Finishing

consequence. But he couldn't be more mistaken--

School to some unfortunate news. In three weeks,

the maid is not only a lady of birth, she's the niece

she is to be married to a man she's never met.

of a very large, exceptionally angry gentlemen,

Rather than face a life she does not want; she flees

who claims Crispin has compromised his niece

from her own engagement party and elicits help

beyond redemption. The dismayed young lord has

from a most unlikely source. Society's golden boy,

no choice but to marry Miss Catherine Thorndale,

Everett, the Marquess of Northampton, was

who lacks both money and refinement and assumes

outraged when a young woman suddenly appeared

all men are as vicious as her guardian uncle.

in his curricle. Was she attempting to trap him into

Fortunes and Dreams Astra Cielo 2019-12-06

an unwanted marriage? It would be just like some

"Fortunes and Dreams" by Astra Cielo. Published by

overzealous mother to put her up to such a ploy.

Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of

However, it doesn't take long for him to discover

titles that encompasses every genre. From well-

that Madalene is unlike any woman he has ever

known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to

known. With her reputation in shambles, Lady

forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world

Madalene and Everett hatch a plan to solve both of

literature, we issue the books that need to be read.

their problems, a fake engagement. But as they

Each Good Press edition has been meticulously
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edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-

brothers, Corbin need only make a few simple

readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks

changes to transform himself into the object of any

that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in

woman's desire—dubious advice, indeed. Following

a high-quality digital format.

a series of misadventures, Corbin and Clara slowly

Tess of the D'urbervilles Thomas Hardy 1905

lower the facades behind which they've been

For Love Or Honor Sarah M. Eden 2017 "From the

hiding, leaving Corbin shocked by the horrors that

moment they met, Marjie's heart has belonged to

haunt the woman he's coming to care for so

handsome Captain Stanley Jonquil, younger brother

ardently. When the menace of Clara's past threatens

of the Earl of Lampton. But six long months ago,

to tear them apart and tensions mount, will the

when Stanley's sense of honor required that he do

couple have the courage to fight for the promise of

as he had sworn and return to the Continent to

forever?

fight in defense of King and country, neither

Poems of Paul Hamilton Hayne Paul Hamilton

Stanley nor Marjie could have dreamed what the

Hayne 1882

cost of his service would be. It has been ages since

A Posse of Princesses Sherwood Smith 2014-05

Stanley last wrote, and Marjie and the Jonquil

Rhis, princess of a small kingdom, is invited along

family are plagued by his unknown fate--until the

with all the other princesses in her part of the

day he unexpectedly reappears. Marjie's joy,

world to the coming of age party of the Crown

however, is quickly shadowed by confusion--the

Prince of Vesarja, which is the central and most

aloof, battle-worn soldier before her is not the man

important kingdom. When Iardith, the prettiest and

he once was. In the wake of Stanley's blatant

most perfect of all the princesses, is abducted, Rhis

disinterest in renewing their acquaintance, Marjie's

and her friends go to the rescue. What happens to

devastation turns to determination as she vows to

Rhis and her posse has unexpected results not only

help him find peace. But his scars run far deeper

for the princesses, but for the princes who chase

than anyone realizes. Despite his feelings for her,

after them. Everyone learns a lot about friendship

Stanley believes Marjie deserves a man whose

and hate, politics and laughter, romantic ballads and

hands are not stained with the violence of

sleeping in the dirt with nothing but a sword for

battlefields and whose mind and heart are not

company. But most of all they learn about the many

haunted by the horrors he has seen. Honor requires

meanings of love.

Stanley to return once more to the life he has

Choices of the Heart Sarah M. Eden 2022-01-11

grown to despise, one he knows will destroy him

From the USA Today bestselling author of the

in the end, even as his heart beckons him to stay

Longing for Home series, CHOICES OF THE

with Marjie, the only woman he could ever love,

HEART is set in the beloved world of Hope

and the promise, at last, of redemption."--

Springs.Summary coming soon!Other Books in the

As You Are Sarah M. Eden 2014-01-03 A horse

Hope Springs Series:Longing for HomeHope

breeder by trade, Corbin Jonquil is more at home in

SpringsLove RemainsMy Dearest LoveLong

the stables than in the ballroom of his sprawling

Journey Home

estate. Corbin is the quietest of the Jonquil brothers

Romancing Daphne Sarah M. Eden As her first

and has always faded into the background,

London Season looms before her, the thought of the

contentedly unnoticed. When a mysterious young

impending social whirl fills Daphne Lancaster's

widow, Mrs. Clara Bentford, moves into the

timid heart with dread. She hasn't her sisters beauty

neighborhood, however, Corbin quickly comes to

nor their talent for conversing easily. Even her

realize that being noticed has its advantages. But

family's enviable connections may not be enough to

how to catch the eye of the lady? According to his

prevent disaster. But Daphne's misery turns to
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surprised delight when the first event of her Season

might ask family and friends for advice when faced

brings an unexpected visitor to her door--James

with important choices about how to raise your

Tilburn, whose tender kindness stole her heart in

kids. You might turn to parenting books or simply

her youth. When the handsome young gentleman

rely on timeworn religious or cultural traditions.

expresses his desire to court her, Daphne is elated.

But when Dalton Conley, a dual-doctorate scientist

Their feelings for each other quickly grow, and it

and full-blown nerd, needed childrearing advice, he

appears that, much to Daphne's disbelief, her

turned to scientific research to make the big

happily ever after is within reach. Yet nothing is as

decisions. In Parentology, Conley hilariously reports

it seems. The couple finds themselves caught in a

the results of those experiments, from bribing his

tangled web of greed and deceit, leaving James and

kids to do math (since studies show conditional cash

Daphne to determine whether they are willing to

transfers improved educational and health outcomes

risk everything for true love.

for kids) to teaching them impulse control by

The Lusiad Luís de Camões 1809

giving them weird names (because evidence shows

Undaunted Hope (Beacons of Hope Book #3) Jody

kids with unique names learn not to react when

Hedlund 2015-12-29 Readers Await This Dramatic

their peers tease them) to getting a vasectomy

Conclusion to the Beacons of Hope Series Tessa

(because fewer kids in a family mean smarter kids).

Taylor arrives in 1870s Upper Peninsula, Michigan,

Conley encourages parents to draw on the latest

planning to serve as a new teacher to the town.

data to rear children, if only because that level of

Much to her dismay, however, she immediately

engagement with kids will produce solid and happy

learns that there was a mistake, that the town had

ones. Ultimately these experiments are very

requested a male teacher. Percival Updegraff,

loving, and the outcomes are redemptive—even

superintendent and chief mine clerk, says she can

when Conley’s sassy kids show him the limits of his

stay through winter since they won't be able to

profession. Parentology teaches you everything you

locate a new teacher before then, and Tessa can't

need to know about the latest literature on

help but say she is in his debt. Little does she know

parenting—with lessons that go down easy. You’ll

that Percival will indeed keep track of all that she

be laughing and learning at the same time.

owes him. Determined to become indispensable,

The Heart of a Vicar Sarah M. Eden 2019 "... When

Tessa throws herself into teaching, and soon the

Sarah's ailing uncle summons her back to the family

children of the widowed lighthouse keeper have

estate in England, there is only one person from her

decided she's the right match for their grieving

past she is reluctant to see again: Harold Jonquil, the

father. Their uncle and assistant light keeper, Alex

only man who has ever claimed her heart. But

Bjorklund, has his own feelings for Tessa. As the

when she comes face-to-face with her former beau,

two brothers begin competing for her hand, Tessa

she hardly recognizes the aloof and dull man before

increasingly feels that someone is tracking her

her. She is determined to help Harold rediscover

every move, and she may not be able to escape the

the passion he once felt toward his chosen

trap that has been laid for her.

profession. Soon, despite their exasperation with

Parentology Dalton Conley 2014-03-18 An award-

each other, they cannot deny the stirring of feelings

winning scientist offers his unorthodox approach to

long buried--but is it too late for second chances?"--

childrearing: “Parentology is brilliant, jaw-

Mastering Witchcraft Paul Huson 2006 An

droppingly funny, and full of wisdom…bound to

enduring classic since its publication in 1970,

change your thinking about parenting and its

Mastering Witchcraft is one of the best how-to

conventions” (Amy Chua, author of Battle Hymn of

manuals for those wishing to practice traditional

the Tiger Mother). If you’re like many parents, you

European Witchcraft as a craft rather than a New
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Age religion. Starting from first principles, Huson

phenomena which are reproducible at will, it is

instructs the novice step by step in the arts of circle

easy to answer them: you do not manufacture

casting, blessing and banning, the uses of amulets

comets, meteorites, magnetic disturbances due to

and talismans, philters, divination, necromancy,

sunspots, and yet you observe them. Metapsychical

waxen images, knots, fascination, conjuration,

phenomena are registered in the records of

magical familiars, spells to arouse passion or lust,

Occultism. That is all. The only thing to do is to

attain vengeance, and of course, counter-spells to

check them. But the right remains to unite them

exorcize and annul the malice of others."A genuine

amongst themselves by an attempt at a general

vade mecum."-The Catholic Herald.

explanation. The study of the Invisible, of the forces

Friends and Foes Sarah M. Eden 2012-01-01 After

which it conceals, of the human fluids, is yet but at

five years of tracking and capturing spies on

its dawn. Patience ! To deny is absurd. To observe is

English soil, Philip Jonquil, Earl of Lampton, is in

scientific. To think is wise. This is what I have

pursuit of his last quarry--a dangerous French spy.

done. It is what you will do after having read this

But when Sorrel Kendrick inadvertently stumbles

book, the well arranged summing up of vast

upon a crucial piece of the puzzle (making her

reading and lengthy thought.

indispensable to the mission), can these two proud

Courting Miss Lancaster Sarah M. Eden 2010 Harry

hearts negotiate a ceasefire when cooperation

Windover adores blonde, green-eyed Athena

matters most?

Lancaster, but alas, a penniless man like himself has

Letters Mary Wortley Montagu 2015-04-01

no hope of winning a young noblewoman's hand.

Immensely learned, self-educated in an era when

To add insult to injury, Athena's brother-in-law and

formal schooling was denied to women, Mary

guardian, the Duke of Kielder, has asked Harry to

Wortley Montagu was an admired poet, a

assist Athena in finding the gentleman of her

consistently scandalous doyenne of eighteenth-

dreams.

century London society, and, in a period when

Seeking Persephone Sarah M. Eden 2011-09-01

letter-writing had been elevated to an art form, one

Lodged deep in a thick forest infested with wild

of the greatest letter writers in the English

dogs, the Duke of Kielder's castle is as cold and

language. Her epistles, meant for both public and

forbidding as the Duke himself, a man with terrible

private consumption, are the product of a mind

scars on his body and his soul. But the Duke's steely

distinguished by its adventurousness, its

determination to protect his heart at all costs is

indifference to convention, and its eagerness not

challenged by his growing attachment to his lovely

only to acquire knowledge but to convey it with

and gentle bride--Persephone Lancaster.

unmitigated style and grace. (Book Jacket Status:

The Manchester Man Mrs. George Linnaeus Banks

Not Jacketed)

1877

The Old-fashioned Fairy Book Mrs. Burton Harrison

Friends & Foes ReShonda Tate Billingsley

1884

2013-03-12 IT’S “A MATCH MADE IN

Finnegans Wake James Joyce 2012-06-14 In

HEAVEN!”* when the bestselling authors of

Chapelizod, a suburb of Dublin, an innkeeper and

Sinners & Saints bring back their outrageous first

his family are sleeping. Around them and their

ladies in this sassy, witty, and poignant sequel! Now

dreams there swirls a vortex of world history, of

that Rachel Jackson Adams’s husband has won the

ambition and failure, desire and transgression, pride

coveted position of president of the American

and shame, rivalry and conflict, gossip and mystery.

Baptist Coalition, Jasmine Larson Bush has concocted

The Encyclopedia of Occult Sciences M. C. Poinsot

a scheme to one-up her rival—by promoting her

2019-12-07 To those who will only believe in

new community center on the nation’s #1
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television talk show! The power play won’t stop

questions of English usage with wit and the

Rachel, who jets from Houston to Chicago to

blackest of humor. Gordon has taken her

sabotage Jasmine’s TV appearance. But Chicago is

enormously successful book of English usage and

the last place Rachel should be when one of the

expanded it to include more rules, fine points,

Coalition’s heaviest hitters turns up dead— and

examples, and illustrations. Playful and practical,

Rachel looks guilty as sin. Will her nemesis leave

this style book combines classic questions of usage

her stranded and let her take the rap? Or will

with wit and the blackest of humor.

Jasmine help Rachel hunt down a killer? Could

The Recluse of Wolfeton House Kasey Stockton

danger this deep turn the enemies into BFFs? After

2021-04-15 She is holding out for her soul mate; he

all, miracles do happen. . . .

believes it's him. Hattie Green is five and twenty,

The Complete Journal of Townsend Harris

unmarried, and growing tired of waiting for fate to

Townsend Harris 2013-10 This is a new release of

hand her a soul mate. But when her sister-in-law

the original 1930 edition.

arrives for a visit with the intent of helping her

A Clash of Kings (HBO Tie-in Edition) George R. R.

find a husband by any means necessary, Hattie digs

Martin 2012-03-06 THE BOOK BEHIND THE

in her heels-for everyone knows that fate cannot be

SECOND SEASON OF GAME OF THRONES, AN

forced. The Duke of Bentley has gone to extreme

ORIGINAL SERIES NOW ON HBO. A SONG OF

measures to ensure his privacy and seclusion far

ICE AND FIRE: BOOK TWO In this thrilling

away from Society-the distance is imperative if he

sequel to A Game of Thrones, George R. R. Martin

wants to keep his family name free of scandal. So

has created a work of unsurpassed vision, power,

when his lovely neighbor breaks through his

and imagination. A Clash of Kings transports us to a

carefully constructed barriers and piques his interest

world of revelry and revenge, wizardry and

with their shared affection for painting, Bentley

warfare unlike any we have ever experienced. A

agrees to give her lessons on the condition that they

comet the color of blood and flame cuts across the

keep them secret. As their clandestine meetings

sky. And from the ancient citadel of Dragonstone to

grow increasingly more difficult to hide, Bentley

the forbidding shores of Winterfell, chaos reigns. Six

realizes that he must make a choice. Is it worth

factions struggle for control of a divided land and

sacrificing his carefully guarded privacy for the

the Iron Throne of the Seven Kingdoms, preparing

woman of his dreams? Book four in the Ladies of

to stake their claims through tempest, turmoil, and

Devon series, The Recluse of Wolfeton House is a

war. It is a tale in which brother plots against

clean Regency romance that continues telling the

brother and the dead rise to walk in the night. Here

story of the four women who make up a literary

a princess masquerades as an orphan boy; a knight of

society in Devon and form a lasting friendship.

the mind prepares a poison for a treacherous

The Curse of Canaan Eustace Clarence Mullins

sorceress; and wild men descend from the

2016-01-18 Indeed, the great movement of modern

Mountains of the Moon to ravage the countryside.

history has been to disguise the presence of evil on

Against a backdrop of incest and fratricide, alchemy

the earth, to make light of it, to convince humanity

and murder, victory may go to the men and

that evil is to be ''tolerated, '' ''treated with greater

women possessed of the coldest steel . . . and the

understanding, '' or negotiated with, but under no

coldest hearts. For when kings clash, the whole

circumstances should it ever be forcibly opposed.

land trembles.

This is the principal point of what has come to be

The Transitive Vampire Karen Elizabeth Gordon

known as today's liberalism, more popularly known

1984 Playful and practical, this is the style book you

as secular humanism. The popular, and apparently

can't wait to use, a guide that addresses classic

sensible, appeal of humanism is that humanity
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should always place human interests first. The

when Lurie seduces one of his students, he sets in

problem is that this very humanism can be traced

motion a chain of events that will shatter his

in an unbroken line all the way back to the Biblical

complacency and leave him utterly disgraced. Lurie

''Curse of Canaan.'' Humanism is the logical result of

pursues his relationship with the young

the demonology of history. Modern day events can

Melanie—whom he describes as having hips “as

be understood only if we can trace their

slim as a twelve-year-old’s”—obsessively and

implications in a direct line from the earliest records

narcissistically, ignoring, on one occasion, her wish

of antiquit

not to have sex. When Melanie and her father

Sight Nathan Sellers 2021-11-15 Robert's life as an

lodge a complaint against him, Lurie is brought

art restorer is ripped away when he is blinded in an

before an academic committee where he admits he

untimely accident. Depressed at the loss of his

is guilty of all the charges but refuses to express any

career and connection to his passion, he drowns in

repentance for his acts. In the furor of the scandal,

darkness. After his death years later, he is shocked

jeered at by students, threatened by Melanie’s

to arrive in the afterlife still blind. Paradigms are

boyfriend, ridiculed by his ex-wife, Lurie is forced

shattered as he comes to understand that to have his

to resign and flees Cape Town for his daughter

sight restored he will need to challenge his

Lucy’s smallholding in the country. There he

pessimistic, myopic focus and "see" what he failed to

struggles to rekindle his relationship with Lucy and

see in life, even before he went blind. Will he

to understand the changing relations of blacks and

spend eternity in a self-inflicted hell, or will he

whites in the new South Africa. But when three

abandon his lifelong blindness to see Heaven?SIGHT

black strangers appear at their house asking to make

takes you on a journey through pain, trauma,

a phone call, a harrowing afternoon of violence

bitterness, and resentment to discover the power of

follows which leaves both of them badly shaken and

forgiveness and healing by opening one's eyes to

further estranged from one another. After a brief

the good that always exists in the world around

return to Cape Town, where Lurie discovers his

you.

home has also been vandalized, he decides to stay on

Austenland Shannon Hale 2013 The funny,

with his daughter, who is pregnant with the child

charming novel for Jane Austen fans, from New

of one of her attackers. Now thoroughly humiliated,

York Times-bestselling author Shannon Hale.

Lurie devotes himself to volunteering at the animal

Disgrace J. M. Coetzee 2017-01-03 J.M. Coetzee's

clinic, where he helps put down diseased and

latest novel, The Schooldays of Jesus, is now

unwanted dogs. It is here, Coetzee seems to suggest,

available from Viking. Late Essays: 2006-2016 will

that Lurie gains a redeeming sense of compassion

be available January 2018. Set in post-apartheid

absent from his life up to this point. Written with

South Africa, J. M. Coetzee’s searing novel tells the

the austere clarity that has made J. M. Coetzee the

story of David Lurie, a twice divorced, 52-year-old

winner of two Booker Prizes, Disgrace explores the

professor of communications and Romantic Poetry

downfall of one man and dramatizes, with

at Cape Technical University. Lurie believes he has

unforgettable, at times almost unbearable, vividness

created a comfortable, if somewhat passionless, life

the plight of a country caught in the chaotic

for himself. He lives within his financial and

aftermath of centuries of racial oppression.

emotional means. Though his position at the

A Gazetteer of Georgia Adiel Sherwood 1860

university has been reduced, he teaches his classes

Drops of Gold Sarah M. Eden 2013-01-01 When her

dutifully; and while age has diminished his

father dies and leaves her completely destitute,

attractiveness, weekly visits to a prostitute satisfy

Marion can think of only one thing to do—make a

his sexual needs. He considers himself happy. But

new life for herself. Commencing a life of duplicity,
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Marion transforms herself into Mary

growing attraction for the beautiful governess

Wood—governess. In possession of a forged letter of

whose goodness and optimism have touched his

recommendation and cloaked in the anonymity of

dormant heart. Their connection grows ever

her new identity, she enters a life of self-imposed

stronger, and despite the impropriety of harboring

servitude as teacher and caretaker of young Miss

feelings for a servant, Layton's heart whispers that

Caroline Jonquil of the Meadows. Her idyllic vision

this is the woman he's destined to love. But when

of life at the Meadows is dashed when she finds a

Layton's fears about the past become too much to

child desperately in need of hope and a cold and

bear and the falsehoods in which they are entangled

sorrowful home haunted by the past. With her

threaten to shatter Marion's and his blossoming

characteristic sunny disposition, Marion casts her

attachment, will true love conquer all?

spell upon the household and slowly brings to life

A Shropshire Lad Alfred Edward Housman 1923

the longforgotten joy of those within.Layton

Charlotte Turner Smith 1794

Jonquil is a man tormented by the lies surrounding
the death of his late wife, but he cannot deny his

Jay Winter 2016-02-04

The Banished Man
The Cambridge History of the First World War 3
Volume Paperback Set
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